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Kim Hyesoon is one of South Korea’s most important contemporary poets. She began publishing in 1979
and was one of the first few women in South Korea to be published in Munhak kwa jisong (Literature and
Intellect), one of two key journals which championed the intellectual and literary movement against the US-
backed military dictatorships of Park Chung Hee and Chun Doo Hwan in the 1970s and 80s. Don Mee Choi
writes: ‘Kim’s poetry goes beyond the expectations of established aesthetics and traditional “female poetry”
(yoryusi), which is characterised by its passive, refined language. In her experimental work she explores
women’s multiple and simultaneous existence as grand-mothers, mothers, and daughters in the context of
Korea’s highly patriarchal society, a nation that is still under neo-colonial rule by the US. Kim’s poetics are
rooted in her attempt to resist conventional literary forms and language long defined by men in Korea.
According to Kim, “women poets oppose and resist their conditions, using unconventional forms of language
because their resistance has led them to a language that is unreal, surreal, and even fantastical. The language
of women’s poetry is internal, yet defiant and revolutionary”.’ 'Since 1980, Kim Hyesoon has broken the
rigid gender traditions of Korean poetry. Unconfined by the so-called “feminine” subjects of love and loss,
she creates a seething, imaginative under- and over-world where myth and politics, the everyday and the
fabulous, bleed into each other. Her enormously energetic poems are full of dizzying transitions and tonal
shifts.' - Sean O'Brien, Independent ‘Kim Hyesoon writes flowingly and choreographically a panorama of
hovering hatelove for the birthing body, for cruelty and existence and for the expansive thinking and
dizzyingly borderless universe-geography. Kim Hyesoon writes hatelove as a stone-hard feminist life-and-
death dance. As garbage, love and death accumulate in her poems, your world will be changed for real!’ –
Aase Berg. 'Miraculous weaponry! Miraculous translations! This kind of undomesticated engagement and
lawlessness and risk and defiance and somatic exorbitance posits a world and a relation to the world where
everything excluded is included – the animal and the vegetal, the molten and the mineral, the gaseous and the
liquid, not to mention shame, disgust, failure, terror, raunch. The final poem "Manhole Humanity" deserves
its place alongside Césaire's Notebook of a Return to the Native Land or Ginsberg's Howl or Inger
Christensen's It. Kim Hyesoon's new book is armament and salve, shield and medicinal chant. It's here to
protect us’ – Christian Hawkey.
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From reader reviews:

Dorothy Marsh:

Do you one among people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
this particular aren't like that. This I'm OK, I'm Pig! book is readable by simply you who hate those perfect
word style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving
perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with I'm OK, I'm Pig!
content conveys the thought easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in
the written content but it just different such as it. So , do you nonetheless thinking I'm OK, I'm Pig! is not
loveable to be your top list reading book?

Mollie Walker:

The guide with title I'm OK, I'm Pig! contains a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot
of gain after read this book. This book exist new know-how the information that exist in this guide
represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the improvement
of the world. This particular book will bring you inside new era of the syndication. You can read the e-book
on the smart phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Eddie McCoy:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you might have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try issue that really opposite
from that. Just one activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster
you already been ride on and with addition info. Even you love I'm OK, I'm Pig!, you are able to enjoy both.
It is good combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh seriously its mind
hangout fellas. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Jason Howell:

I'm OK, I'm Pig! can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight
away because this publication has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in terminology, easy
to understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The article author giving his/her
effort to put every word into enjoyment arrangement in writing I'm OK, I'm Pig! but doesn't forget the main
place, giving the reader the hottest and based confirm resource information that maybe you can be one of it.
This great information may drawn you into fresh stage of crucial considering.
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